INTRODUCTION
It is a great challenge of nanoscience to explore electron transport at the ultimate smallest length-scale, where the current flows through single atoms or single molecules.
1,2
At atomic dimensions the fabrication of nanostructures strongly relies on the self-organizing properties of matter. It was a striking discovery that nature can even form one dimensional metallic wires with single-atom cross section along the rupture of Au, Pt and Ir nanojunctions.
3-5
Such reduced dimensional structures exhibit an enhanced ability for chemical interactions, giving rise to the formation of rich architectures, like molecule-decorated atomic chains.
6-10 A single-molecule junction within an atomic chain is an ideal test system to explore the future possibility of molecular electronics with atomic-scale interconnection.
Break junction techniques
1 are among the most widely used methods to create atomic-scale and single molecule structures along the controlled mechanical elongation of a metallic wire in molecular environment. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The atomic resolution imaging of such structures is highly demanding, 4, [19] [20] [21] thus the microscopic behavior is usually traced back from indirect conductance measurements and their comparison with ab initio simulations. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In the most common experiment the evolution of the conductance is monitored during the repeated opening and closing of the nanojunction, and the captured conductance vs. electrode-separation traces are analyzed by conductance histograms. Peaks in the histogram reflect the conductance of stable, frequently occurring junction configurations. It is, however, obvious that conductance histograms supply a very limited information about the system under study. To gain more information one can explore properties beyond the linear conductance. The measurement of shot noise 27-29 , conductance fluctuations, 30, 31 subgap structures in superconducting contacts 32, 33 or thermopower 34, 35 supply useful information about the elastic transmission properties of the junction, whereas point contact spectroscopy 14, 36 or inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy 10, 37 is widely used to explore inelastic degrees of freedom, like the excitation of single-molecule vibration modes. A further possibility to access information beyond conductance histograms is the advanced statistical analysis of conductance versus electrode separation traces. [38] [39] [40] [41] This approach is especially popular in room temperature single-molecule conductance measurements, where the above advanced measurement techniques are usually not applicable due to the reduced energy resolution and stability. In this paper we demonstrate a novel combination of recently introduced statistical analysis techniques to understand a simple test system, the formation and evolution of carbon monoxide single-molecule junctions along the rupture of Pt nanowires and atomic chains.
Recent
Pt-CO-Pt conductance histogram measurements 42, 43 demonstrate the formation of two distinct, well separable molecular binding configurations, however the microscopic nature of these configurations was not yet clarified. Here, we demonstrate a detailed statistical analysis of our experimental Pt-CO-Pt break junction data (see experimental methods for details) based on length analysis of the conductance traces with plateaus' length histograms 3 and two dimensional conductance electrode separation histograms. 38, 39 To separate several fundamentally different junction evolution trajectories we combine the length analysis with a conditional correlation analysis of the traces, a method recently introduced by the authors. 40, 41 This combined analysis allows us to resolve fine microscopic details of atomic-scale junction formation and evolution which are hidden in conductance histograms, and obscured in mere length analysis methods. Our results imply that before pure Pt monoatomic chains would be formed a CO molecule infiltrates the junction, first in a configuration being perpendicular to the contact axis. This molecular junction is strong enough to pull a Pt atomic chain with the molecule being incorporated in the chain. Along the chain formation the molecule can either stay in the perpendicular configuration, or rotate to a parallel configuration. The proposed evolution of the single-molecule configurations along the junction displacement is in quantitative agreement with theoretical simulations. 44 Our analysis also demonstrates that conditional correlation analysis may serve a more complete understanding for any single molecule system, where multiple fundamentally different junction configurations are mixed in the conductance data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conductance histograms
We start our analysis with the demonstration of conductance histograms, reproducing the results of Tal et al. 42, 43 Fig. 1b shows the typical Pt-CO conductance histogram both for the traces that were recorded along the opening of the junction (pulling histogram, see shaded black graph) and along the closing of the junction (pushing histogram, see red line). As a reference, Fig. 1a demonstrates the pulling and pushing histogram for pure Pt junctions without CO molecules. The pure Pt pulling histogram shows a peak at ≈ 1.9 G 0 with a small shoulder at ≈ 1.6 G 0 , which is typical for low temperature measurements.
1, 42, 43, 45 As CO is dosed to the junction two new peaks appear at 0.5 and 1.1 G 0 and the single-atom peak of pure Pt shifts to 2.1 G 0 conductance. 42, 43 In pure Pt the first peak in the pushing histogram is significantly smaller and has higher conductance than the one in the pulling histogram. For molecular junctions the peak at 0.5 G 0 completely disappears in the pushing histogram, and the other two peaks become smaller and slightly shift towards higher conductance compared to the pulling histogram.
To identify the molecular geometries the ab initio calculations of Strange et al. are used. 44 The authors have calculated the conductance of a Pt-CO-Pt junction, where a CO molecule has been inserted to a dimer Pt junction with the carbon atom binding to the electrodes, and the oxygen atom hanging out perpendicular to the contact axis (see right cartoon in Fig. 1 ). As the electrodes are pulled apart the molecule rotates to a parallel configuration (see left cartoon in Fig. 1) , where both the C and O atoms lie in the contact axis. As a reference a pure Pt dimer configuration and a pure Pt chain with 3 atoms was also investigated. For the perpendicular and parallel molecular configurations the calculations have revealed conductances of 1.5 G 0 and 0.5 G 0 , respectively. This suggests, that the lower peak in the conductance histogram of Fig. 1b corresponds to a parallel configuration of the CO molecule. The calculated 1.5 G 0 conductance of the perpendicular configuration deviates from the position of the the second histogram peak (1.1 G 0 ). Still, we use the working hypothesis that the 1.1 G 0 peak reflects a perpendicular molecular configuration, which is later supported by experimental observations. The histogram peak at 2.1 G 0 is attributed to pure Pt junctions.
In Figure 1a a significant difference is observed between the pushing and pulling histogram of pure Pt, which is attributed to the formation of monoatomic chains.
5,45
Along the disconnection of the junction atomic chains are pulled, which are reflected by a long plateau introducing a large weight to the first peak of the pulling histogram. After the complete rupture the chain atoms fall back to the electrodes, and along the closing of the junction only a much shorter single-atom plateau is observed. Furthermore, along the chain formation the conductance slightly decreases compared to the single-atom conductance, 45 whereas along the closing of the junction only the single atom conductance is observed. All these explain the higher position and the smaller weight of the peak in the pushing histogram. The clear difference between the pulling and pushing Pt-CO histogram may also be associated with a chain formation process. Next this possibility is analyzed.
Plateaus' length analysis Figure 2a shows the plateaus' length histogram 3 (PLH) constructed for pure platinum junctions. This histogram shows how the length of the final conductance plateau is distributed among a large ensemble of traces. On a particular conductance trace the length of the last plateau is measured as the electrode displacement between the first and last datapoint within the conductance interval of the histogram peak, 0.2 − 2.75 G 0 . The observation of equidistant peaks in the PLH has provided a strong evidence for the formation of monoatomic chains:
3 the peaks of the PLH correspond to the rupture of chains with different number of atoms, whereas the separation of neighbor peaks tells the interatomic distance in the chain. Our results agree with previous observations, the chain formation process is clearly resolved by the PLH. In the following discussions the separation of the PLH peaks is identified with the interatomic Pt-Pt distance of 2.7Å obtained in the calculations of Strange et al. 44 This choice for the calibration of the electrode separation will enable a direct comparison between measurement and simulation. As the pure Pt and Pt-CO histograms in Figure 1 were measured on the same sample, this calibration also applies for the Pt-CO contacts. We have also constructed the PLH for the molecular measurements. For pure Pt junctions the conductance region, in which the plateaus' length is measured is obviously given by the position of the single peak in the conductance histogram. For molecular junctions, however, several choices are possible. Figure 2b shows three PLHs created for the molecular junctions. The blue curve shows the PLH constructed for the conductance region of the third histogram peak (1.4 − 2.75 G 0 ). For this conductance interval no sign of chain formation is observed. If the plateaus' length is measured in the joint interval of the second and third histogram peak (0.7 − 2.75 G 0 ), the PLH already gets wider, but no clear peaks are resolved. However, if the the conductance interval is extended to all the three conductance histogram peaks (0.2−2.75 G 0 ) a clear peak structure is resolved in the PLH indicating a chain formation process.
As the length of the last plateau is measured from the same reference conductance value of 2.75 G 0 both for pure and molecular junctions, it is possible to compare the pure and molecular PLHs. This comparison shows two apparent features: (i) the separation of the peak in the PLH is similar for pure and molecular junctions, which indicates that the PLH of the molecular junction is also related to the formation of Pt atomic chains with a characteristic interatomic distance of 2.7Å. (ii) For molecular junctions the entire PLH is shifted towards larger displacements with on offset of 0.55Å compared to pure junctions. This offset is naturally interpreted by the infiltration of the CO molecule to the junction before the formation of Pt atomic chain, which is further justified by forthcoming analysis.
Two dimensional conductance-displacement histograms
To give a more complete view of the chain formation process, two dimensional conductance-displacement histograms 38,39,41 (2DCDH) have been constructed as follows. Each conductance trace represents conductance as a function of electrode displacement, G(x). To compare different conductance traces, each trace is offset along the distance scale, x such that at the new distance origin all the traces take the same reference conductance value, G ref . Afterwards a two dimensional histogram is constructed from all the data points of the offset traces as a function of both the conductance and the distance, signing the counts of the 2D histogram by color scale. Such 2D conductance-displacement histograms are demonstrated in Fig. 2a,d both for pure and CO affected Pt junctions using the same data as in Fig.1 . As a reference conductance G ref = 2.75 G 0 was chosen, which coincides with the upper limit of the conductance intervals for which the PLHs were constructed (shaded black graphs in Fig.2) . Figure 3a shows the 2DCDH for pure platinum junctions. The 2D histogram has been divided into four displacement regions (I-IV) separated by purple lines in the Figure. The middle line is fixed at the minimum between the two peaks of the corresponding PLH (Fig. 3b) , which separates the regions of monoatomic contacts (marked as I-II) from chain forming regions (marked as III-IV). The two additional lines have been drawn such, that the width of regions II and III has been set to the platinum interatomic distance, 2.7Å. With this choice the four regions are interpreted as follows. Region I corresponds to displacements where monoatomic contacts are already formed, but the rupture of the contact is unlikely (as reflected by the low counts of the PLH). Region II corresponds to the displacement interval where the monoatomic contacts usually break. Region III corresponds to the interval where already one atom is pulled to the atomic chain. Finally, region IV marks the interval, where already more than one atoms are pulled to the atomic chain.
The 2DCDH of pure Pt in Fig. 3a shows a single pronounced plateau in the conductance range of the histogram peak which also extends to regions III-IV as a result of atomic chain formation. It is also seen, that the conductance of this configuration decreases along the chain formation process.
The 2DCDH for the molecular measurements in Fig. 3d clearly shows the appearance of the two new molecular configurations at 1.1 and 0.5 G 0 conductance. Here, the traces have also been separated into four regions (I-IV), but now the PLH in panel (c) corresponding to the molecular measurements has defined the regions (see purple lines). The width of region II and III has also been set to 2.7Å, and the PLH in panel (c) is the same as the one in Figure 2b At this point we find it useful to emphasize the fundamental difference between PLHs and 2DCDHs. Whereas the horizontal scale of the PLH corresponds to the distance at which the junction finally breaks, the 2DCDH contains all the datapoints before the final rupture of the junction. As an example region II in the 2DCDH does not only represent the traces breaking in this displacement interval, but also the longer traces, broken in regions III-IV, give contribution to region II. This means that the 2DCDH mixes the information about fundamentally different types of traces. To separate this mixed information we perform a conditional analysis, i.e. we construct 2DCDHs, conductance histograms and PLHs for selected subsets of the traces that fulfill a particular condition. First we separately analyze the 2DCDHs for those traces that break in regions II, III or IV, respectively. As a next step we separate the traces according to the nature of the final configuration before rupture.
Conditional analysis according to the breaking length
In Figure 4a we demonstrate the 2DCDH for those selected traces, which break without chain formation, i.e. which correspond to region II of the PLH. In comparison to Fig. 3 it can be noticed that the 0.5 G 0 configuration is completely suppressed in the 2DCDH, and the weight of the 1.1 G 0 configuration is also decreased. This means that the parallel configuration of the molecule only appears if chains are pulled.
As a next step we analyze traces that break after one atom has been pulled to the chain, i.e. which correspond to region III of the PLH. Fig. 4b demonstrates 2DCDH for these selected traces. Here the weight of the 2.1 G 0 configuration is negligible in region III of the 2DCDH demonstrating that the formation of pure Pt atomic chains is not likely. The strong weight of the 1.1 G 0 configuration spans both region II and III. This shows that the perpendicular molecular configurations binds to the junction before a chain would be formed, and this single-molecule junction is strong enough to pull a Pt atomic chain out of the electrodes. The 0.5 G 0 configuration only appears in region III, i.e. the parallel configuration is only formed during the chain formation process and not before.
Finally, we investigate those traces that break after pulling more than one atom to the chain. For these traces the 1.1 G 0 configuration extends to region IV, showing FIG. 4 . 2DCDHs for those selected traces that break in region II (a), region III (b). or in region IV (c) of the PLH. As a reference the PLH for the whole Pt-CO dataset is given in the insets using the same electrode displacement scale as that of the 2DCDHs. The red regions of the PLHs mark the displacement regions for which the selection is performed. The cartoons are illustrations for the possible junction geometries.
that the perpendicular configuration can pull chains with more than one atoms. The 0.5 G 0 configurations shows an extended plateau in regions III and IV spanning a displacement interval of ≈ 5Å. This indicates that the the rotation of the molecule to the parallel configuration can occur well before the rupture of the chain, i.e. the parallel configuration also binds strongly enough to the electrodes to pull Pt atomic chains.
46
Conditional analysis according to the nature of the final configuration
So far the traces were classified based on the breaking distance. It is also useful to sort the traces according to the nature of the final configuration before rupture. A trace is considered to break from one of the three contact configurations (0.5, 1.1 or 2.1 G 0 ) if 75 % of the final 0.5Å displacement before rupture is within the conductance region of the corresponding histogram peak. With this selection criterium the traces can be sorted to distinct sets according to the final configuration, such that 91% of all traces fulfill the above criteria for one of the three conductance intervals. For the the remaining 9% of the traces the final configuration is not clearly recognizable due to the scattering of the conductance data within multiple peak regions, so these traces are rejected in the following analysis. This final configuration analysis reveals quantitative information about the rate of various, fundamentally different types of ruptures.
It is found that in 74 % of all traces a CO molecule binds to the junction. From these 44 % of all traces break from the perpendicular configuration, and the remaining 30 % break from the parallel configuration (see Table I ). The conditional conductance histogram (Fig. 5a ) constructed from the former set of traces does not show any peak at 0.5 G 0 , i.e. if the junction breaks from a perpendicular configuration then a parallel configuration does not appear before. The conditional conductance histogram for junctions breaking from the parallel configuration exhibits a clear peak at 1.1 G 0 with the same height as the total histogram. This shows that the parallel configuration is preceded by a perpendicular configuration.
TABLE I. The number of the conductance traces breaking from a certain final configuration (rows) within a certain displacement interval (columns) relative to the total number of traces. The final row (column) gives the sum of the preceding rows (columns). All the numbers are rounded to integer percentage values.
Beside the nature of the final configuration the traces can be further classified according to the breaking distance (I-IV regions) as demonstrated by Table I . It is found that in 58 % of the traces a Pt chain is pulled by the CO molecule (1.1 or 0.5 G 0 final configuration and region III or IV), from these in 26 % of all traces the molecule finally rotates to a parallel configuration, and in the remaining 32 % of all traces the junction breaks from the perpendicular molecular configuration. It is also clear that for long chains (region IV) the formation of a parallel configuration is more likely than the rupture from the perpendicular configuration, whereas for short chains (region III) the opposite is observed. As a comparison, the rate of pure Pt chains is only 8 % (2.1 G 0 final configuration and region III or IV).
The classification of final configurations is also useful to perform a more detailed plateaus' length analysis, i.e. to plot the PLHs separately for the traces breaking from a certain final configuration. The orange and blue PLHs in Fig. 5b are plotted for the traces that break from the 1.1 G 0 or the 0.5 G 0 configuration, respectively. As reference the shaded grey graph represents the PLH for the whole Pt-CO dataset, whereas the green line shows the PLH for pure Pt junctions (the same as the shaded black PLHs in Fig. 2 ). This analysis shows two important features:
Conditional conductance histograms, i.e. conductance histograms for those selected traces that break from the 1.1 G0 configuration (orange line) or the 0.5 G0 configuration (blue line). As a reference the shaded grey graph shows the conductance histogram for the whole dataset (same as the shaded black graph in Fig. 1a ). All histograms are normalized to the number of included traces. (b): Conditional PLHs for those traces that break from the 1.1 G0 configuration (orange line) or the 0.5 G0 configuration (blue line). As reference the shaded grey graph and the green line show the PLH for the whole Pt-CO dataset and the PLH for for pure Pt junctions, respectively.
(i): The peak of the PLH for traces breaking from the parallel configuration is shifted by ≈ 1.4Å compared to the PLH of the traces breaking from the perpendicular configuration. This agrees with the calculated electrode displacement of ≈ 1.1Å
44 (practically the C-O length) which is required to rotate the perpendicular molecule to a parallel configuration. (Note, that similar information is also revealed by the 2DCDH in Fig. 4c , where the 0.5 G 0 configuration extends to ≈ 1.4Å longer displacement than the 1.1 G 0 configuration) (ii): The offset of the orange PLH peaks (traces breaking from the 1.1 G 0 configuration) with respect to the pure Pt PLH peaks (green line) is ≈ 0.8Å . This displacement is in perfect agreement with the calculated elongation of 0.75Å , 44 which is required for the incorporation of a perpendicular CO molecule in the Pt atomic contact. It is worth emphasizing, that the PLH peaks of the total Pt-CO dataset show smaller offset with respect to the pure Pt PLH peaks (≈ 0.55Å , see Fig. 2 ), which is attributed to the fact that about 17 % of the traces in the total Pt-CO dataset do not show any molecular configurations, thus this PLH mixes the features of pure and molecular junctions.
These two observations provide strong quantitative arguments that the description of the two molecular configurations by a perpendicular and a parallel arrangement of the CO molecule is indeed reasonable. The deviation between the measured and calculated conductance of the perpendicular configuration (1.1 and 1.5 G 0 ) may arise from the idealized nature 26 of the simulations in Ref. 44 . Either the number of nearest neighbor atoms in the electrodes or the constraint of placing the Pt dimer atoms at the contact axis may deviate from the typical experimental situation. The long chain-like parallel configuration is naturally less sensitive to the fine details of contact geometry, and thus the calculated conductance is more accurate.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusions we propose a consistent microscopic picture about of the formation and evolution of CO singlemolecule junctions contacted by Pt electrodes based on a comprehensive conditional analysis of the conductance traces: In the majority of the cases the CO molecule is incorporated into the Pt atomic junction, first in a perpendicular configuration, which may later rotate to a parallel configuration. This perpendicular molecular configuration is established before the formation of Pt chains, i.e. the formation of a pure Pt atomic chain is not likely. Our results demonstrate that both the perpendicular and the parallel configuration is strong enough to pull Pt atomic chains. The molecule does not always rotate to a parallel final configuration, but the probability of this process increases with the chain length. The analysis of the data reveals two characteristic displacements: (i) the displacements at which a perpendicular CO molecule can be incorporated in the Pt atomic junction; (ii) the displacement required to rotate the perpendicular molecular configuration to a parallel one. These measured displacement values agree with the results of computer simulations, which supports our interpretation in terms of perpendicular and parallel configurations. Our results also demonstrate that the combination of conditional correlation analysis 41 with two dimensional conductancedisplacement and plateaus' length histograms provides a powerful method to separately resolve divers junction evolution trajectories in single-molecule break junction data.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
All experiments were performed by conventional mechanically controllable break junction technique 1 at T = 4.2 K temperature. The sample was prepared from a 100 µm diameter high purity Pt wire, which was glued by two drops of Stycast epoxy to a phosphor-bronze bending beam. Between the fixing points a notch was cut in the wire with a razor blade reducing the diameter to ≈ 10 µm. The sample was broken in situ in the cryogenic vacuum with a mechanical actuator. Afterwards a piezo actuator was used for the fine tuning of the electrode separation. Conductance histograms were measured by repeatedly opening and closing the junction with a symmetric triangle signal on the piezo (10Hz). The conductance was measured in a voltage biased setup with V = 100 mV bias. The current through the junction was amplified with a FEMTO DLPCA-200 current amplifier, and the amplified signal was acquired by a National Instruments data acquisition card (100kS/s sampling). The conductance data were were separated to pulling and pushing traces, from which the pulling and pushing histograms were constructed. All the measurements were based on the analysis of > 5000 conductance traces.
The CO molecules were dosed to the junction through stainless steel tube going from a room temperature vacuum flange to the vicinity of the cryogenic temperature sample. This tube was heated above the boiling point of CO by a 0.5 mm diameter thermocoax wire which was rolled helically inside the stainless steel tube. To prevent unwanted contamination the exit of the stainless steel tube was isolated from the sample by an electromagnetically actuated shutter, which was only opened when the CO molecules were dosed. To eliminate the presence of hydrogen molecules -which have finite vapor pressure at 4.2 K -a zeolithe sorption pump was placed to the sample holder head, close to the sample. At room temperature the molecules were dosed from a high purity container through a vacuum system evacuated by a turbomolecular pump. Each dosing cycle was preceded by a fake dosing cycle imitating all the steps of molecule dosing, but leaving the CO container closed, and checking whether the conductance histogram of pure Pt remains. These imitated cycles are important to make sure that no other molecules than CO may arrive to the junction.
